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ABSTRACT

The present investigation was evaluating the potential antibacterial activity of three different extracts of the bark of *Lannea coromandelica* Linn. (LC) tree procured from Eastern India. Extraction of bark separation was carried out using aqueous, ethanol and a mixture of aqueous and ethanol. Microbiocides of all the extracts were separately evaluated against several microorganisms viz. *Bacillus subtilis*, *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Streptococcus pyogenes*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, *Escherichia coli* and *Serratia marcescens* by agar diffusion technique. The Minimum Inhibition Concentration (MIC) of all the extracts was carried out by the serial dilution method. The results of MIC ranged from 12.5 to 150 mg/ml (all the three extracts). The concentration dependent (*P < 0.01*) potential antimicrobial activity was resulted and at the dose of 200 mg/ml, combined aqueous and ethanol extract of LC (LCAE + LCEE) gave significant results against gram positive bacteria where the maximum zone of inhibition was recorded against *Streptococcus pyogenes* (17.0± 0.05") followed by *Staphylococcus aureus* (13.6 ±0.05")*. Further, the same extract showed the maximum relative percentage inhibition against *Staphylococcus aureus* (178.64%) followed by *Streptococcus pyogenes* (143.42%). Such variation may be due to the effects of choice of solvent and the quantity of the extracted amount and also the geographical source of the plant part. These results represent scientific evidence to support the traditional medicinal uses of LC bark extracts and indicate a promising potential used against the treatment of infectious diseases caused by pathogenic bacteria and also provide scientific evidence for their efficacy to prepare the alternate newer medicine for antibiotics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nature is created by God. All the diseases and their remedies are present in nature but we have to identify the particular things to cure the diseases. It is believed that natural sources have provided an array of natural drugs for the treatment of various infectious diseases. Plants are much more exploited as traditional natural sources for the treatment of various diseases. India is an herbal hub where plants are used for curing of various diseases traditionally and further documented by researchers with their various methods.

Hence, these evidences are the future pathway for the plant based data which are used in recent era for the development of various formularies and their preclinical and clinical study that revealed the development of drug design by providing a major focus in global health complications. The medicinal value of plants, mainly depends on the secondary metabolites that are procured from the various parts of the plants which produce a significant physiological action on the human health.

The most important bioactive compounds of plants are alkaloids, flavonoids, tannins and phenolic compounds (Dhiman and Lal, 2011). Hence all the plants in different locations around the world have been extracted, purified to investigate their individual activities (Varahalarao and Chandrashekar, 2010). The use of a wide range of antibiotics and various factors has led to the emergence of multidrug resistance to human pathogenic infections by bacterial strains (Berkowitz, 1995) because microbes involve in the change of their metabolism and genetic structure to acquire resistant against the drugs used in the treatment of infectious disease but antibiotics are scarce, costly and not affordable for all and therefore make compliance difficult.

So, to overcome microbial drug resistant, researchers are looking forward for the development of plant based novel drug molecules (Raghunath, 2008; Kumar et al., 2010). Plants are reported to have multi medicinal and pharmacological activities like antimicrobial, anticancer, antiinflammatory, antidiabetic, antioxidant, anti diuretic etc. and all these effects have been reported due to presence of mainly tannins and flavonoids (Hadia et al., 2012; Irudayaraj et al., 2012).

Of late, Lannea coromandelica (LC) Linn (Family: Anacardiaceae) is such deciduous tree which is abundantly distributed throughout tropical countries. In India the plant is seen in the roadside of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, West Bengal and other states. Traditionally the bark is useful in treating cuts, wounds, bruises, ulcers, gastritis, enteritis, leukorrhagia, ophthalmia, gout, ulcerative stomatitis, odontalgia, sprains, diarrhea and dysentery (Jain and Tarafder, 1970). The leaves are used as antiinflammatory, neuralgia, and to treat sprains (Islam and Tahara, 2000; Gan et al., 2007).

However, recent research evidences revealed some of the acclaimed properties like the hypotensive (Islam et al., 2002), anti-inflammatory (Singh and Singh, 2005), cytotoxic effects (Rahman et al., 2008), analgesic and antioxidant activity (Badrul et al., 2012) of LC stem bark extract. In vitro antimicrobial study has also revealed with the ethanolic bark extract, but the result showed less effect that due to the geographical location of the plant (Kaur et al., 2013) furthermore it is well known that any pharmacological activity mainly depends on the active constituents present in the plant.

Hence the percentage of the same are varied with the location and other climatic factors, therefore the present study was undertaken to evaluate antimicrobial study of the three different bark extracts of LC on selected bacterial strains.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Collection of Plant material

The plant bark material was collected in the month of August–September, 2012 from Botanical garden of Kolkata, West Bengal, India. The plant has been identified and authenticated by Dr. T. N. Shivananda, Senior Scientist, Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, Bangalore, India, Department of Medicinal and Aromatic Plant. The bark of the plant along with leaf specimens were submitted to the Department of Pharmacognosy and Phytochemistry as herbarium with voucher specimen no 211/Pharmacog/Srinivasa/07.

2.2. Preparation of Extracts

The bark was shade dried for a month and coarse powder, prepared with hammer mill and stored at room temperature in a sealed plastic cover to avoid moisture absorption. Separately about 500 g of the powdered bark was extracted with aqueous, 80 % ethanol and with the mixture of equal ratio of aqueous and ethanol solvent (1:1) by the hot maceration method as described by earlier (Srinivasa Rao et al., 2014). All the extracts were filtered separately, evaporated with the rotary flash evaporator at 35 °C and stored in refrigerator for the proposed investigation. The yields of extracts were calculated.

2.3. Phytochemical Screening

The freshly prepared crude bark extracts viz aqueous (LCAE), ethanolic (LCEE) and a mixture of aqueous and ethanolic extracts of Lannea coromandelica (LCAE + LCEE) were qualitatively tested as described by Krishnaiah et al., 2009 for the presence of various phytoconstituents.

2.4. Microorganisms Used

The bacterial strains used were obtained from the stock culture of the department of Microbiology, Bangalore University, Bangalore, India. Few of the strains viz. Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633, Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 29737, Streptococcus pyogenes ATCC 13813, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 25619, Escherichia coli ATCC 8739 and Serratia marcescens ATCC 13880 were used for the present study, were grown and maintained in the nutrient agar medium in Dept. of Pharmaceutical microbiology, St. John’s Pharmacy College, Bangalore.

Stock solution of broad-spectrum antibiotic (Ampicillin as a standard) was prepared as 30 mcg/ml (w/v) concentration in sterile distilled water. The concentration of 0.1 ml Ampicillin was used for the antibacterial assay in this experiment.

2.5. Determination of minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)

Serial dilution method was used to measure MIC. Colony made from 24 hour culture of bacterium inoculated to Muller Hinton culture medium. 1.0 ml of the extract solution at concentrations of 200 mg/ml was added to 1 ml of nutrient broth to obtain extract concentrations of 150, 100, 50, 25 and 12.5 mg/ml. A 0.1ml of each concentration was added to each 8 ml of nutrient broth containing 0.1ml of the standardized test organism of bacterial cells and 0.5 McFarland turbidity standard (1.0 x 10⁶ cfu/ml) was inoculated in each test tube and was mixed thoroughly in a vortex mixer. The tubes were then incubated at 37°C for 24 h (Rios et al., 1988). After incubation, the tube with lowest dilution with no detectable growth was considered the MIC.
2.6. Antibacterial Assay

*In vitro* antibacterial activity of all the different extracts was assessed by the agar well diffusion method (Bauer et al., 1966). In this method, pure isolate of each microbe was sub cultured on the recommended specific media for each microorganism at 35-37 °C for 25 h. The agar plates were allowed to dry. The LCAE, LCEE and LCAE + LCEE extracts (100 mg) were dissolved separately in 1ml of (DMSO, Merck, Germany) and diluted to a final concentration of 200 mg/ml; other concentrations were made (50, 100 and 150 mg/ml) by serial dilutions. The solutions were sterilized by filtration through a 0.45 μm membrane filter. 6 mm discs were impregnated with sterile cork borer and 80 μl of each extract were placed in the wells of agar plates inoculated with a microbial culture. Each extract was tested in triplicate. Ampicilin (30 μg/disc) served as a standard for the bacteria. For each extract three replications were made. After that the plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours and by next day an antibacterial activity was observed and recorded zone of inhibition (mm) by transparent scale.

2.7. Determination of relative percentage inhibition

The relative percentage inhibition of the test extracts with respect to standard and solvents (aqueous and ethanol) were calculated by using the following formula described by Ajay et al., 2003.

Relative percentage inhibition of the test extract = \(100 \times \frac{(X - Y)}{(Z - Y)}\)

where,

\(X\) = total area of inhibition of the test extract

\(Y\) = total area of inhibition of the solvent

\(Z\) = total area of inhibition of the standard drug

The total area of the inhibition was calculated by using area = \(\pi r^2\); where, \(r\) = radius of the zone of inhibition.

2.8. Statistical analysis

The experimental results were triplicated and zone of inhibition were determined in mm. All the results were statistically expressed as the mean ± standard error of mean (SEM). Values of *\(^*\)\(P < 0.01\) and *\(^*\)\(P < 0.05\) were considered statistically significant. Graph Prism 5 software has used for the present study.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Yield of extracts

The percentage yields of different extracts of LC were at 4.32%, 5.60% and 6.32% w/w respectively (LCAE, LCEE and LCAE + LCEE extracts).

3.2. Phytochemical studies of the extracts

Preliminary phytochemical investigations of different extracts of LC were investigated and revealed the presence of carbohydrates, alkaloids, saponins, cardiac glycosides, steroids, tannins and flavonoids. The colors of the extracts were wine red, dark red and deep red, respectively with the LCAE, LCEE and LCAE+LCEE.
3. 3. Determination of minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC)

The results demonstrated that the MIC of all the extracts that could inhibit strains of all microorganisms was ranged from 12.5 to 150 mg/ml (Figure 1). According to the result of the MIC value, further the antimicrobial activity was performed.

![Figure 1. MIC against various microorganisms with all three extracts of LC.](image)

**Figure 1.** MIC against various microorganisms with all three extracts of LC.

**LCAE** = Aqueous extract of *Lannea coromandelica*; **LCEE** = Ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*; **LCAE + LCEE** = Equal solvent mixture (1:1) of aqueous and ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*.

3. 4. Antibacterial Assay

Antibacterial assay of all the three different extracts of LC was determined and resulted significant inhibition (p < 0.05) with all the microorganisms with depending concentrations but are lesser than that of standard ampicillin. The LCAE exhibited the antibacterial activity against all the bacteria (Figure 2) and the results were expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 3). Extract showed maximum antibacterial activity against *Streptococcus pyogenes* (17.0 ±0.05*) followed by *Staphylococcus aureus* (13.6 ±0.05*) and lowest activity against *Serratia marcescens* (11.6 ±0.05*) at the concentration of 200 mg/ml. The bark extract of LCEE also revealed the same trend as earlier, as showed higher inhibition against *Staphylococcus aureus* (17.47 ±0.03*) followed by *Streptococcus pyogenes* (14.42 ±0.02*) and lowest activity against *Serratia marcescens* (11.9 ±0.08*) (Figure 3) whereas the combined equal mixture extract of LC (LCAE + LCEE) shown maximum activity of 19.73 ±0.07* against *Staphylococcus aureus* and the lowest one with *Serratia marcescens* (12.2 ±0.05*) (Figure 4). Even in comparison to all the extracts combined solvent extract shows more significant results than other two extracts and more effective against gram positive bacteria than a gram negative bacteria.
Figure 2. Antibacterial activity of LCAE against various organisms.
LCAE = Aqueous extract of *Lannea coromandelica*.

Figure 3. Antibacterial activity of LCEE against various organisms.
LCEE = Ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*.
**Figure 4.** Antibacterial activity of LCAE + LCEE against various organisms. 

LCAE + LCEE = Equal solvent mixture (1:1) of aqueous and ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*.

### 3.5 Relative percentage inhibition

The results of antimicrobial activity of all the extracts of LC were compared with a standard ampicilin for evaluating their relative percentage inhibition (Figure 5).

The result revealed the mixed extract of LCAE and LCEE exhibits maximum relative percentage inhibition against *Staphylococcus aureus* (178.64%) followed by *Streptococcus pyogenes* (143.42%), *Bacillus substilis* (112.43%), *Escherichia coli* (90.57%), *Pseudomonus aeruginosa* (79.68%) and *Serratia marcescens* (58.04%) respectively.

Whereas LCEE showed percentage inhibition lesser than former extract and the list percentage inhibition showed with the LCAE.
Figure 5. Relative percentage inhibition of LC extracts.

LCAE = Aqueous extract of *Lannea coromandelica*; LCEE = Ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*; LCAE + LCEE = Equal solvent mixture (1:1) of aqueous and ethanolic extract of *Lannea coromandelica*.

4. DISCUSSION

Phytochemical derived from plant products are generally developed less toxic and effective medicines in controlling growth of microorganism. Further, antimicrobial activity of various plant parts has been reported by the many researchers but it is worthwhile to focus on the area where no literatures investigated the comparative antimicrobial activity of LC extracts collected from Eastern region of India. Keeping this, three different extracts viz LCAE, LCEE and combined LCAE and LCEE were prepared from the collected bark powder and susceptibility of each plant extract was tested by the serial microdilution method (MIC). Finally antimicrobial study was evaluated and antimicrobiosides were compared with standard ampicillin. The present investigations endow with the basic information regarding this plant bark with potent substantial antimicrobial activity against all the pathogens used in this present investigation. However, all the three extracts showed concentration dependent inhibitory effects on all the bacteria species.

This finding also correlated with the literatures earlier reported (Nkere and Lroegbu, 2005; Das et al., 2009) who independently found that various plant extracts inhibits the growth of some bacteria isolates. It was observed that the antimicrobial effect of the plant extract varies from one plant to another and this may be due to many factors viz. the effect of climate, soil composition, age of plant, quality, quantity, solvent used for extraction, extraction conditions, composition of extracting product and different bacterial strains (Masotti et al., 2003; Angioni et al., 2006; Bedi et al., 2010; Bakht et al., 2011). The present
investigation was carried out with three different extracts including aqueous and alcohol and their mixture and revealed the most significant activity when the combined solvents were used for the extraction followed by alcohol and aqueous. The same trend was followed with the earlier literature reported by earlier (Basuri et al., 2011). Mainly secondary metabolites exert antimicrobial activity through different mechanisms where tannins have been found to form irreversible complexes with proline-ric protein (Shimada, 2006) resulting in the inhibition of cell protein synthesis of the bacterial cell. Whereas flavonoids are one of the constituent of stem bark extracts of various plant species that exhibited a wide range of biological activities like antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, analgesic, anti-allergic and antioxidant properties (Hodek et al., 2002).

Earlier literature reported that the preliminary phytochemicals that are present in the LC are flavonoids, triterpinoids, phenols, tannins, coumarins etc. (Islam and Tahara, 2000; Krishnaiah et al., 2008) and the major active ingredients like flavonoids, phenolic compounds and some newer isolated compounds are responsible for antimicrobial activity of LC (Yun et al., 2014). Therefore, combination of ethanol and aqueous bark extract of LC showed maximum antibacterial activity by a measured zone of inhibition and revealed more active against *Staphylococcus aureus* followed by *Streptococcus pyogenes* followed by ethanolic extract, which showed the same trend but lesser than mixed extract as well as than standard. Furthermore, the higher yield with more quantity of the extract procured in the combined extract which also results significant antibacterial activity than others.

5. CONCLUSION

All the three different extracts showed a concentration dependent potential antimicrobial activity, but the activity was less than standard drug ampicillin. All the three extracted bark samples showed statistically significant (P< 0.05) antimicrobial activity in separate experiments, but the concentration dependent higher activity shown by the combined equal mixture of ethanol and aqueous bark extract i.e. (LCAE + LCEE) followed by LCEE and LCAE. This further confirmed that the bark of LC is a potent antibacterial agent and could be proved in the future as potential antimicrobial agent as non antibiotics sources. Hence, details phytochemical investigations are necessary to isolate and characterize its active compounds.
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